
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

TAMPA DIVISION

KAREN PALMA and HALLIE
SEIGERT, on behalf of themselves and
those similarly situated

Plaintiffs,
v. CASE NO.: 8:13-cv-698-VMC-MAP

METROPCS WIRELESS, INC.,

Defendant.
_______________________________________/

DEFENDANT’S MOTION TO COMPEL

Defendant MetroPCS Wireless, Inc. (“Defendant” or “MetroPCS”), through

undersigned counsel, hereby moves for an order compelling Plaintiffs and Opt-In Plaintiffs to

provide more complete answers to specific Interrogatories and to produce certain documents

in their possession as requested in Defendant’s Requests for Production. The grounds upon

which this motion is based are set forth below.

MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO COMPEL

I.

RELEVANT FACTS

1. In their Complaint, Plaintiffs alleged that Defendant violated the Fair Labor

Standards Act, 29 U.S.C. § 201, et seq. (the “FLSA”), by not paying them and other Account

Service Representatives (“ASR”) overtime compensation during the time period when they

were classified as salaried, exempt employees.

2. Defendant served its First Requests for Production of Documents and First Set
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of Interrogatories upon the Plaintiffs and upon the initial nine Opt-Ins (attached hereto as

Composite Exhibit A). Plaintiffs and the Opt-Ins have objected to most of those requests,

including the following three categories of information, which are the subject of the instant

motion to compel:

(i) Resumes and Other Related Information Provided to Subsequent Employers

Interrogatory No. 5. Please identify (as defined in the Definitions above)
all of your efforts to obtain employment, or otherwise earn a living, during, or following
the cessation of, your employment with Defendant, including but not limited to the
identity of all employers with whom you had interviews or submitted applications, the
identity of all employment agencies or headhunters you contacted, the identity of
positions sought and their compensation, how you applied for the job/position, whether
a job/position was offered and if you did not accept it, explain why, and the nature of
any self-employment or other business initiative you engaged in, attempted to engage in,
or plan to engage in.

ANSWER:

To the extent Defendant seeks information regarding Plaintiff’s efforts to obtain
employment subsequent to Plaintiff’s employment with Defendant, Plaintiff objects to
this Interrogatory on the grounds that it seeks information that is neither relevant nor
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.

Request for Production No. 13. All resumes and applications for employment
filled out and/or submitted by Plaintiff or on Plaintiff’s behalf after Plaintiff’s
termination from employment by Defendant and all documents that relate to such
applications.

ANSWER: Plaintiff objects that this Request on the grounds that it seeks
documents that are neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery
of admissible evidence.

(ii) Relevant Posts on Plaintiffs’ Social Media Sites

Interrogatory No. 7. Please identify each and every e-mail account or
internet account, including any accounts on LinkedIn, Facebook, Myspace, Twitter,
Instagram, Pinterest, or any other social media website or blog, that you have used
since March 18, 2010, including in your answers your username(s), the URLs of the site
associated with the account, any individuals or companies who have maintained the
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same, the date each blog or website was established and, if the account is now closed,
the date it was closed, how it was closed and why it was closed.

ANSWER: Plaintiff objects that this Interrogatory on the grounds that it is
neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible
evidence. Further, Plaintiff objects to this Interrogatory to the extent it seeks
information, the disclosure of which would constitute an unwarranted invasion of
Plaintiff’s constitutional, statutory and/or common law rights of privacy and
confidentiality. Specifically, the Interrogatory seeks information protected by §
119.071(4), Fla. Stat.; seeks irrelevant and immaterial information that is not
reasonably calculated to lead to admissible information and constitutes a fishing
expedition, because it is overbroad in scope and the effect of the request is annoyance,
embarrassment, and oppression and the request invades Plaintiff’s right to privacy
under Article I, Section 23 of the Florida Constitution.

Request for Production No. 47. With respect to the e-mail accounts, internet
accounts, blogs or social media websites you have had from March 18, 2010 to the
present, please produce copies of:

(a) Your complete profile on Facebook, MySpace, LinkedIn, Twitter,
Instagram, Pinterest, Google+, and all other social networking sites (including all
updates, changes, or modification to your profiles) and all status updates, messages,
wall comments, cause(s) joined, group(s) joined, activity streams, blog entries, details,
blurbs, comments, and application postings, which support, tend to support, refute,
tend to refute, or relate to your claims or damages alleged in this lawsuit.

(b) Your profiles, postings, or messages referring to your employment with
Defendant or the subject matter of this lawsuit, including your claimed damages.

(c) With respect to any Facebook account you may have, we request a copy
of the activity log or any other screen shot available through Facebook.

(d) All photographs or videos posted by you, by anyone on your behalf, or
photographs which you have been "tagged" on any websites which support, tend to
support, refute, tend to refute, or relate to your claims or damages alleged in this
lawsuit, including any photographs or videos which may reflect times when you were
not performing work for Defendant and/or reflecting the performance of your job
duties with Defendant; and

(e) Copies of your e-mails, e-mail forwards, replies to e-mails, instant
messages, chat room posts, web log/blog entries or comments that concern, tend to
support, refute, tend to refute, or relate to your claims or damages alleged in this
lawsuit, including any information which may reflect times when you were not
performing work for Defendant and/or reflecting the performance of your job duties
with Defendant.
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ANSWER: Plaintiff objects to this Request on the grounds that it is overly
broad, unduly burdensome, not reasonably limited in temporal scope, and seeks
documents that are neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery
of admissible evidence. Plaintiff further objects to this Request to the extent it seeks
documents, the disclosure of which would constitute an unwarranted invasion of
Plaintiff’s constitutional, statutory and/or common law rights of privacy and
confidentiality. Specifically, the Request seeks information protected by § 119.071(4),
Fla. Stat.; seeks irrelevant and immaterial information that is not reasonably calculated
to lead to admissible information and constitutes a fishing expedition, because it is
overbroad in scope and the effect of the request is annoyance, embarrassment, and
oppression and the request invades Plaintiff’s right to privacy under Article I, Section
23 of the Florida Constitution. Additionally, Plaintiff objects to this Request on the
grounds that it seeks confidential and personally sensitive information.

(iii) Plaintiffs’ Banking, Credit/Debit Card, Telephone and Travel-Related
Records

Interrogatory No. 9. Please identify all bank, checking, credit card and
debit card accounts you have maintained from March 18, 2010 to the present, including
account numbers, names of the institutions, name(s) of the account holders and the
dates the accounts were opened and closed.

ANSWER: Plaintiff objects that this Interrogatory on the grounds that it
seeks information that is neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the
discovery of admissible evidence. Further, Plaintiff objects to this Interrogatory to the
extent it seeks information, the disclosure of which would constitute an unwarranted
invasion of Plaintiff’s constitutional, statutory and/or common law rights of privacy
and confidentiality. Specifically, the Interrogatory seeks information protected by §
119.071(4), Fla. Stat.; seeks irrelevant and immaterial information that is not
reasonably calculated to lead to admissible information and constitutes a fishing
expedition, because it is overbroad in scope and the effect of the request is annoyance,
embarrassment, and oppression and the request invades Plaintiff’s right to privacy
under Article I, Section 23 of the Florida Constitution.

Request for Production No. 44. All statements for all bank, checking, credit
card and debit card accounts you have maintained from the commencement of your
employment with Defendant to the present, and all receipts, invoices or other records of
purchases or transactions reflected on such statements.

ANSWER: Plaintiff objects that this Request on the grounds that it seeks
documents that are neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery
of admissible evidence. Further, Plaintiff objects to this Request to the extent it seeks
documents, the disclosure of which would constitute an unwarranted invasion of
Plaintiff’s constitutional, statutory and/or common law rights of privacy and
confidentiality. Specifically, the Request seeks information protected by § 119.071(4),
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Fla. Stat.; seeks irrelevant and immaterial information that is not reasonably calculated
to lead to admissible information and constitutes a fishing expedition, because it is
overbroad in scope and the effect of the request is annoyance, embarrassment, and
oppression and the request invades Plaintiff’s right to privacy under Article I, Section
23 of the Florida Constitution. Additionally, Plaintiff objects to this Request on the
grounds that it calls for retrieval and production of electronically stored information
that would subject Plaintiff to undue burden and costs, in contravention of the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure.

Request for Production No. 45. All records or statements for all home and
cell phone number(s) you have had from March 18, 2010 to the present.

ANSWER: Plaintiff objects that this Request on the grounds that it seeks
documents that are neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery
of admissible evidence. Further, Plaintiff objects to this Request to the extent it seeks
documents, the disclosure of which would constitute an unwarranted invasion of
Plaintiff’s constitutional, statutory and/or common law rights of privacy and
confidentiality. Specifically, the Request seeks information protected by § 119.071(4),
Fla. Stat.; seeks irrelevant and immaterial information that is not reasonably calculated
to lead to admissible information and constitutes a fishing expedition, because it is
overbroad in scope and the effect of the request is annoyance, embarrassment, and
oppression and the request invades Plaintiff’s right to privacy under Article I, Section
23 of the Florida Constitution. Additionally, Plaintiff objects to this Request on the
grounds that it calls for retrieval and production of electronically stored information
that would subject Plaintiff to undue burden and costs, in contravention of the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure.

Request for Production No. 46. All receipts, invoices or other records
reflecting any travel in which you engaged from the commencement of your
employment with Defendant to the present.

ANSWER: Plaintiff objects that this Request on the grounds that it seeks
documents that are neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery
of admissible evidence. Further, Plaintiff objects to this Request to the extent it seeks
documents, the disclosure of which would constitute an unwarranted invasion of
Plaintiff’s constitutional, statutory and/or common law rights of privacy and
confidentiality. Specifically, the Request seeks information protected by § 119.071(4),
Fla. Stat.; seeks irrelevant and immaterial information that is not reasonably calculated
to lead to admissible information and constitutes a fishing expedition, because it is
overbroad in scope and the effect of the request is annoyance, embarrassment, and
oppression and the request invades Plaintiff’s right to privacy under Article I, Section
23 of the Florida Constitution. Additionally, Plaintiff objects to this Request on the
grounds that it calls for retrieval and production of electronically stored information
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that would subject Plaintiff to undue burden and costs, in contravention of the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure.

For the following reasons, Plaintiffs’ objections are unfounded, as the requested

information and documents are both relevant and discoverable.

II.

ARGUMENT

A. The Requested Information And Records Are Relevant And Discoverable

“The overall purpose of discovery under the Federal Rules is to require the disclosure

of all relevant information so that the ultimate resolution of disputed issues in any civil action

may be based on a full and accurate understanding of the true facts.” Safeco Ins. Co. of Am.

v. Evins, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 99723, at *2 (M.D. Fla. Oct. 27, 2009). “As the Eleventh

Circuit’s predecessor court noted: [t]he discovery provisions of the Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure allow the parties to develop fully and crystallize concise factual issues for trial.

Properly used, they prevent prejudicial surprises and conserve precious judicial energies.

The United States Supreme Court has said that they are to be broadly and liberally

construed.” I.S.E.L., Inc. v. Am. Synthol, Inc., 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 101126, at *6-7 (M.D.

Fla. Oct. 15, 2009) (citation omitted).

To prove its affirmative defense that Plaintiffs were exempt from entitlement to

overtime compensation under the FLSA due to their status as exempt administrative or

outside sales employees, Defendant must establish, inter alia, that Plaintiffs’ “primary duty”

included one or a combination of the following: “performance of office or nonmanual work

directly related to management or general business operations of the employer or the

employer’s customers . . . [and which] included the exercise of discretion and independent
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judgment with respect to matters of significance” or “making sales within the meaning of

[FLSA], [or] obtaining orders or contracts for services or for the use of facilities for which a

consideration will be paid by the client or customer.” See 29 C.F.R. §§ 541.200; 541.500.

B. Resumes and Other Related Information Provided to Subsequent
Employers Are Relevant And Contain Party Admissions Regarding Job
Duties.

Defendant has requested Plaintiffs’ job applications, resumes and similar documents

submitted by Plaintiffs to prospective employers, as well as the identity of those prospective

employers so that such documents may be subpoenaed, if necessary. In response to

Plaintiffs’ counsel’s objections regarding the breadth of this request, Defendant’s counsel has

informed Plaintiffs’ counsel that Defendant is only seeking job applications, resumes and

similar documents containing statements by Plaintiffs regarding their job duties and

responsibilities with Defendant, not other non-related documents, such as pay, time or

benefits records.

Resumes, job applications and other documents or statements made or submitted by

plaintiffs to their subsequent employers are highly relevant and regularly admissible at trial

and for purposes of summary judgment in FLSA cases in which an exemption is at issue to

establish plaintiffs’ job duties on behalf of the defendant. For example, in Piscione v. Ernst

& Young, 171 F.3d 527 (7th Cir. 1999), the Seventh Circuit considered plaintiff’s statements

in the resume he submitted to a subsequent employer in affirming summary judgment for

defendant because such statements demonstrated that the plaintiff “exercised discretion and

independent judgment with regard to his responsibilities toward clients.” Id. at 536-37. The

court explained:
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His deposition and resume also demonstrate that his responsibilities included
supervising several employees, which would necessarily require him to
exercise discretion and independent judgment. In his 1996 resume, Piscione
stated that he was “responsible for the supervision and development of 7
employees from August 1994 to the present. In his deposition he affirmed that
his resume accurately reflected his experience at Ernst & Young. . . . Piscione
also made several additional admissions demonstrating his supervisory
responsibilities. . . . The deposition testimony and resume demonstrate that
Piscione did engage in the supervision of junior employees in a way that was
more than minimal. These duties, by his own admission, required the exercise
of discretion and independent judgment. . . . He also affirmed the statement on
his resume that he “believed . . . that Ernst & Young was offering [him] a
‘challenging career that would utilize [his] mathematics and a business
background.’”

Id. at 536-37, 544. See also Bagwell v. Florida Broadband, LLC, 385 F. Supp. 2d 1316 (S.D.

Fla. 2005) (looking to resume plaintiff submitted to subsequent employer in evaluating

whether plaintiff’s duties satisfied the administrative exemption); Bobadilla v. MDRC, 2005

U.S. Dist. LEXIS 18140 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 23, 2005) (granting summary judgment to

defendant and observing that “on his current resume, the plaintiff describe[d] a number of

sophisticated duties that he performed at MDRC, which fall well within the primary duties of

a[n exempt] computer employee”); Spinden v. GS Roofing Prods. Co., 94 F.3d 421, 423-24,

428-29 (8th Cir. 1996) (examining plaintiff’s resume and deposition testimony in concluding

plaintiff was an exempt employee who exercised discretion and independent judgment).

Relevant documents are not just limited to resumes. Other documents Plaintiffs

submitted to subsequent or prospective employers, such as cover letters, job applications and

notes take by employers during job intervierws, are relevant if they contain information

pertaining to plaintiffs’ job duties and responsibilities with the defendant. In Benavides v.

Velocity IQ, Inc., 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 14777 (M.D. Fla. Mar. 15, 2006), Judge Scriven in

an FLSA misclassification case ordered a subsequent employer to produce employment
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applications, resumes and other relevant portions of plaintiffs’ employment files which may

have contained information pertaining to plaintiffs’ job duties and responsibilities with the

defendant because they were relevant to defendant’s affirmative defense that plaintiffs were

exempt from FLSA’s overtime requirements. Id. at *6-8.

Likewise, in SanSoucie v. Reprod. Assocs. of Del., P.A., 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 8165

(D. Del. May 4, 2005), the court in an FLSA misclassification case found relevant the fact

that “plaintiff represented herself as an embryologist to potential employers.” Id. at *9. The

court also found relevant the fact that “shortly after leaving Defendant, Plaintiff obtained a

full-time position as an embryologist.” Id. at *10.

Here, Plaintiffs’ resumes, job applications and other similar documents submitted to

their subsequent employers will likely contain party admissions regarding their job duties and

responsibilities at Defendant - precisely the issues to be litigated in this case. Such

information regarding Plaintiffs’ job duties and responsibilities are directly relevant to

Defendant’s affirmative defense that Plaintiffs were exempt from entitlement to overtime

compensation under the FLSA. See Piscione, 171 F.3d at 536-37; Bagwell, 385 F. Supp. 2d

at 1319; Bobadilla, 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 18140 at *26, 29; Spinden, 94 F.3d at 423-24,

428-29; SanSoucie, 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 8165 at *9-10.

The requested information and documents also are discoverable because they may

lead to the discovery of admissible evidence bearing upon plaintiff’s credibility. Courts have

consistently held that Rule 26 “permits the discovery of information which ‘may simply

relate to the credibility of a witness or other evidence in the case.’” Ragge v. MCA/Universal

Studios, 165 F.R.D. 601, 610 (C.D. Cal. 1995) (granting motion to compel certain documents
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contained in parties’ personnel files; documents related to their credibility and consequently

were within the scope of Rule 26).

Here, plaintiffs’ resumes, job applications and other documents or statements made or

submitted to their subsequent employers are also relevant because, to the extent they contain

comments which contradict plaintiffs’ testimony in this case, they may constitute, or lead to

the discovery of, admissible evidence bearing upon plaintiff’s credibility. Federal Rule of

Evidence 613 provides that a witness’ prior statements are admissible for purposes of

impeachment. Plaintiffs’ statements to their subsequent employers about their employment at

Defendant necessarily relate to critical issues in this case, namely his job duties and

responsibilities. Because these issues are central to the exemption issue and to the ultimate

issue of liability, Plaintiffs will surely testify to these issues at their depositions or trial, and

any contradictions between these documents and their testimony will raise credibility

questions for the jury. See Schaefer v. Indiana Mich. Power Co., 358 F.3d 394, 401 (6th Cir.

2004) (contradictions between resumes and other testimony in FLSA case “raise credibility

questions for the factfinder”); see also Bagwell, 385 F. Supp. 2d at 1319 n.1 (noting that the

resume produced by plaintiff during discovery was a different version than the one provided

by plaintiff to his subsequent employer).

C. Plaintiffs’ Postings On Their Social Media Sites Are Relevant And Contain
Party Admissions Regarding Job Duties and Responsibilities.

Defendant has requested information pertaining to posts Plaintiffs made on their

social media sites such as LinkedIn and Facebook. Subsequently, Defendant agreed to limit

the scope of these requests to production of any job descriptions or similar statements about

this case or job duties and responsibilities or hours worked which Plaintiffs posted on
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LinkedIn, Facebook or other social media sites. Subsequently, the Plaintiffs and Opt-Ins

have testified that they read social media during their employment. Plaintiff Palma admitted

that she frequently used Twitter during hours she claims to have been working and that she

engaged in communications with other ASRs about this case through her Facebook

messaging.

Such comments are relevant for the same reasons set forth in Section B, supra. In

Davenport v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., the court held that tagged photos are

discoverable when, as in this case, the information is relevant to the issues in the case. 2012

U.S. Dist. LEXIS 20944, 2012 WL 555759, at *2 (Feb. 21, 2012). The court also held that

once the plaintiff was tagged in the photos, they became in the plaintiff’s “possession,

custody, or control.” Id. n.4 (citing Fed. R. Civ. P. 34(a)(1)). This is consistent with

Facebook’s privacy policy, which states that all posting is done at one’s own risk.

Here, job descriptions or similar statements about job duties and responsibilities or

hours worked which Plaintiffs’ have posted on LinkedIn, Facebook or other social media

sites are relevant because they are party admissions regarding plaintiff’s job duties,

responsibilities and/or hours worked at Defendant - precisely the issues to be litigated in this

case. It is common for individuals to post this type of information on these social media

sites, particularly on LinkedIn. They also are relevant to the extent they contain comments

which contradict plaintiffs’ testimony in this case, because they may constitute, or lead to the

discovery of, admissible evidence bearing upon plaintiff’s credibility.

Plaintiffs’ contention that social networking sites are protected by a “right to privacy”

must be rejected because it is inconsistent with the case law and the sites’ own privacy
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policies. In Higgins v. Koch Dev. Corp., the court rejected the plaintiffs’ argument that a

request for production of their Facebook information violated their right to privacy because

they had their account settings on “private.” 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 94139, at *6-7 (S.D.

Ind. July 5, 2013). The court held that the Facebook information in their private profiles was

discoverable because it was not protected by a right of privacy and was relevant to

ascertaining proper damages. Id. at *7. See also Romano v Steelcase Inc., 907 N.Y.S.2d

650, 656 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 2010) (“as neither Facebook nor MySpace guarantee complete

privacy, Plaintiff has no legitimate reasonable expectation of privacy”).

Therefore, Defendant requests that Plaintiffs and the Opt-In Plaintiffs be ordered to

produce all posts or messages from their social media sites pertaining to this case or their

employment with Defendant, and to identify the social media sites they used during the

relevant time period if it is necessary to subpoena these social media providers for such

information.

D. Banking, Credit/Debit Card, Telephone and Travel-Related Records Are
Relevant.

Defendant has requested Plaintiffs’ and the Opt-Ins’ banking, credit/debit card,

telephone and travel-related information during the relevant time period because these

records will show dates and times Plaintiffs were engaged in non-work activities. Defendant

is not interested in the portions of the records reflecting the amount of the charges or sums in

the bank accounts, but rather only the portions of the records showing the dates and times of

transactions and enough information showing that the transactions were not work-related.

Plaintiffs are free to redact the portions of the records showing dollar amounts of charges or

bank accounts.
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In Mancuso v. Florida Metro Univ., No. 09-61984 (S.D. Fla. Jan 28, 2011) (attached

hereto as Exhibit B), the court addressed the relevance of banking records and phone/text

records in FLSA cases. In Mancuso, the defendant sought banking and credit card records

showing the dates and times the plaintiff conducted ATM and other transactions. Like here,

defendant agreed to allow plaintiff to redact portions of the records showing the amounts of

the transactions. Defendant also requested plaintiff’s telephone records to show dates and

times of text messages which were non-work-related. The court ruled that the records were

relevant to show times the plaintiff was conducting non-work related activities during hours

he claimed to have been working and ordered production of those documents in response to

subpoenas.

Likewise, in Van Schalkwyk v. Komori-Chambon USA, Inc., the court held that

“Defendants’ requests for identification and production of credit card statements are

‘reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of’ whether the Plaintiffs were in the locations

on the dates that they reported in their time sheets and expense reports, evidence clearly

admissible as to both the Plaintiffs’ FLSA claim and the Defendants’ Counterclaim.” 2006

U.S. Dist. LEXIS 101321, at *7 (W.D.N.C. Feb. 1, 2006).

Here, Plaintiffs’ and the Opt-Ins’ banking, credit/debit card, telephone and travel-

related information are relevant and discoverable because these records will show dates and

times Plaintiffs were engaged in non-work activities. Plaintiffs have admitted they used

credit or debit cards during vacations and non-work times. Plaintiffs contend they were

working up to 60 to 70 hours per week (more than 12 hours per day) every week of their

employment with Defendant. These records will show whether the Plaintiffs were in work
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locations on the dates that they are claiming they worked overtime. For example, credit card

records may show that Plaintiffs took a lunch break, had discretion to attend to non-work

activities during the day, or took vacations or other time off from work during the times they

now are claiming to have worked. At least one Opt-In, Yvonne Pacheco, has testified at her

deposition that she used credit cards during vacations she took in weeks during which she is

now alleging she is entitled to overtime. Therefore, records reflecting non-work activities are

relevant to prove that Plaintiffs, in fact, were not performing work during the alleged time

periods and, therefore, are not entitled to overtime damages for those time periods.

CONCLUSION

For all the foregoing reasons, Defendant requests that this Court enter an order

compelling the Plaintiffs and Opt-In Plaintiffs to produce: (1) job applications, resumes and

similar documents submitted by them to prospective employers, as well as the identity of

those prospective employers; (2) all posts to their social media sites pertaining to their

employment with Defendant, as well as the identity of the social media sites they used during

the relevant time period; and (3) their banking, credit/debit card, telephone and travel-related

information during the relevant time period.
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE

Pursuant to Local Rule 3.01(g), the undersigned counsel for Defendant certifies that

counsel for Defendant has conferred with counsel for Plaintiff, but the parties are unable to

agree to an appropriate resolution of the issues raised by Defendant.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Jay P. Lechner
Jay P. Lechner, Esq.
Florida Bar No. 0504351
jay.lechner@jacksonlewis.com
JACKSON LEWIS LLP
2202 N. West Shore Blvd., Suite 200
Tampa, Florida 33607
Phone: (813) 288-4644
Fax: (813) 288-4642

Amanda E. Ballard, Esq.
Florida Bar No. 28808
mandi.ballard@jacksonlewis.com

Roger H. Briton, Esq.
NY Bar No.: 1472638 (admitted pro hac
vice)
BritonR@jacksonlewis.com
Attorneys for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 3rd day of April, 2014, I electronically filed the
foregoing document with the Clerk of the Court using CM/ECF. I also certify that the
foregoing document is being served this day on all counsel of record via transmission of
Notices of Electronic Filing generated by CM/ECF or in some other authorized manner for
those counsel or parties who are not authorized to receive electronically Notices of Electronic
Filing.

/s/ Jay P. Lechner
Jay P. Lechner

4839-6118-6841, v. 1
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